Background
==========

Anthropogenic stress and stress responses
-----------------------------------------

Biodiversity has become increasingly exposed to human alterations of natural habitats, and abiotic and biotic environments are both changing rapidly, often unpredictably, and species and populations are progressively more subjected to stressful environmental conditions. Industrial pollution and the use of pesticides have shown to affect biodiversity dramatically ([@b22]; [@b85]; [@b104]). The emission of greenhouse gases is thought to be responsible for a gradual increase in ambient temperatures worldwide, while locally more extreme and variable temperatures are expected. Consequently, many populations will increasingly experience temperatures that are near to their physiological limits ([@b28]), leading often to changes in the distributional range of species ([@b117]; [@b95]). Such range shifts will result in changes in the complex interactions between species, thereby potentially causing biotic stress on the resident community. Clearly, all these anthropogenic changes of the natural environment will rapidly change selection pressures ([@b126]; [@b114]) and endanger the persistence of populations.

When faced with new stressful conditions and increased selection pressures, organisms can respond in several ways. If they are not able to adapt, they will either go extinct or they have to avoid the stressful conditions: through changes in local behavior, as has been observed in response to DDT treatment ([@b107]) and temperature stress ([@b31]), or by migration to areas that are less stressful. In response to climate change, shifts in the distribution of many species have been documented ([@b96]; [@b117]; [@b58]; [@b95]).

Organisms can also adjust to the new and changing conditions, either through phenotypic plasticity or through changes in genetic composition or both. Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of an organism to adjust its phenotype in response to the altered environmental conditions, thereby improving its tolerance to these changes ([@b111]; [@b101]; but see also [@b61]), even though it has to be realized that plastic responses to environmental change are not necessarily adaptive ([@b51]; [@b47]). Plastic responses can be variable and include behavioral, morphological, physiological, demographic, and life history changes. They are observed regularly and can be costly ([@b91]; [@b79]). Moreover, plastic responses are often either limited through architectural constraints or restricted in terms of resource allocation ([@b4]; [@b27]; [@b79]). Therefore, plastic responses might often provide a more short-term and partly 'emergency' solution to cope with the stress, while a longer-term response might require evolutionary adaptation.

Owing to natural selection, allele frequency changes can occur that increase the number of more tolerant individuals in the population, enabling the population to track environmental changes genetically. In the past, pesticide resistance and heavy metal tolerance have been shown to develop rapidly ([@b14]; [@b85]). However, not all species or populations do show rapid adaptive genetic responses, most probably because they do not necessarily possess the mutations that underlie resistance ([@b85]). The development of resistance is in most cases based on the presence of specific alleles that are already present in a population in low frequency prior to the occurrence of the stress ([@b85]; [@b90]). More recently, also rapid genetic changes have been reported resulting from climate change ([@b17]; [@b45]; [@b106]; but see [@b48]). Also with respect to adaptation to climate change, evidence exists that evolutionary responses do not always occur because the necessary genetic variation is not present in natural populations ([@b18]; [@b68]). Realizing that the onset of adaptation relies mostly on the presence of beneficial variants already present in the stressed population and not on the production of new variants by mutation ([@b92]; [@b116]) implies that the evolutionary stress response is positively related to the amount of standing genetic variation ([@b84]; [@b15]). Thus, the ability to cope with changing and stressful environmental conditions depends on both how well individuals can phenotypically adjust to the altered conditions and the genetic variation present in the population for evolutionary adaptation.

Habitat fragmentation and genetic erosion
-----------------------------------------

Apart from the mentioned anthropogenic stresses, human interference with nature has other major implications. Large-scale destruction of natural habitats has caused large populations of many species to become fragmented, resulting in small 'remnant' populations that become increasingly isolated. Subdivision of large populations in combination with limited gene flow between the fragments has significant ecological and genetic consequences. Ecologically, habitat fragmentation will have demographic effects as small populations are progressively more affected by demographic and environmental stochasticity greatly increasing their extinction probability ([@b77]; [@b27]; [@b79]).

From a population genetics perspective, small relatively isolated populations become increasingly subject to genetic drift and inbreeding, resulting in loss of genetic variation and a decrease in fitness, a process here referred to as genetic erosion.

Genetic drift will cause allele frequencies to fluctuate, which over time leads to random loss and fixation of alleles and an increase in homozygosity. When selection coefficients are smaller than 1/2*N*~e~, genetic drift becomes stronger than natural selection, and the variation is driven by the same dynamics as neutral genetic variation independent of whether the alleles have deleterious or beneficial effects on fitness ([@b70]:45). On the other hand, deleterious alleles with large fitness effect, such as recessive lethals and detrimentals, will be effectively selected against and removed from the population when becoming homozygous (purging) ([@b54]). The probability of an allele to become fixed through genetic drift equals its initial frequency ([@b70]:45). This means that rare alleles have the lowest probability to get fixed and thus the highest probability to get lost. As most stress resistance alleles have generally low frequencies in populations under benign conditions ([@b85]), these would be easily lost from small populations, making them less able to adapt genetically when subjected to stresses. Even though low-frequency deleterious alleles also would have a high probability to get lost by chance, still a significant proportion of these will get fixed as many loci carry mildly deleterious alleles: estimates for *Drosophila* are on the order of 5000 loci ([@b78]). Because the force of genetic drift increases with decreasing population size, the potential to respond to natural selection will, in general, decrease with decreasing population size, even though this relation in practice will be confounded by selection and dispersal. ([@b128]).

At the same time, in small isolated populations the inbreeding coefficient, *f*, increases over time as most parents will share ancestors (biparental inbreeding). The detrimental effects of inbreeding, particularly in normally outbreeding species, are well documented and do increase the extinction probability of populations ([@b12]; [@b57]; [@b43]; [@b105]). Inbreeding depression has not only been observed in captive, laboratory and domestic species ([@b103]; [@b43]; [@b72]), but also evidence for the occurrence of inbreeding depression in wild populations is accumulating ([@b29]; [@b57]; [@b66]). Moreover, inbreeding depression has been shown to be often more severe in the wild compared to benign captive conditions ([@b62]; [@b65]; [@b29]; [@b74]).

Although the genetic basis of inbreeding depression is still under discussion, it is currently accepted to be mainly due to increased homozygosity for (partly) recessive, mildly deleterious alleles ([@b23]; [@b24]). This would also explain why inbreeding depression is significantly greater for traits directly related to fitness (life history traits) than for morphological traits, as the former exhibit more directional dominance (a prerequisite for the occurrence of inbreeding depression) while the latter show mostly additive gene action ([@b33]; [@b131]).

In short, whereas sufficient tolerance and levels of genetic variation are required for populations to cope with the ongoing deterioration of natural environments, fragmentation of habitats and the concomitant genetic erosion are expected to significantly impede adaptive responses. In the following, we focus on the consequences of genetic drift, inbreeding, and inbreeding depression for adaptive responses and the persistence of biodiversity under stressful conditions.

Stress tolerance and plastic responses
======================================

Inbreeding and stress perception
--------------------------------

Inbreeding affects most fitness-related traits negatively. However, the magnitude of inbreeding depression generally is found to vary considerable according to species, population, trait, and environmental and ecological conditions ([@b66]; [@b2]; [@b25]; [@b76]). Given the rapid anthropogenic changes of natural environments, the environmental dependency of the magnitude of inbreeding depression is of crucial importance. The magnitude of inbreeding depression generally increases under adverse environmental conditions. For instance, for *Drosophila*, an increase in inbreeding depression was observed for both cold and heat stress under both laboratory and natural conditions ([@b74]; [@b64]). For example, [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} shows that the viability of inbred lines decreases relatively more at extreme temperatures than that of noninbred populations of *Drosophila melanogaster*. Such interactions between environment and the magnitude of inbreeding depression have been observed for various taxa, for example insects ([@b11], [@b12]; [@b30]), crustaceans ([@b52]), plants ([@b71]; [@b26]), birds ([@b67]), and mammals ([@b108]), although there are exceptions ([@b123]). The meta-analysis by [@b40] shows clearly that the magnitude of inbreeding depression significantly and positively correlates with the stressfulness of the environment. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this apparent interaction between inbreeding and environment. Many of these involve specific genotype-by-environment (G×E) interactions, for example increased expression of deleterious mutations or the expression of additional deleterious loci ([@b11]; [@b66]; [@b25]; [@b40]).

![Viability of inbred (black circles, broken lines) and noninbred (gray squares, solid lines) populations of *Drosophila melanogaster* at four different temperatures. For each population, the viability is scaled for each temperature relative to the highest viability observed for that population. The highest viability was set at 1 for each population (from [@b64]).](eva0005-0117-f1){#fig01}

We here discuss two possible mechanisms to explain the apparent G×E interactions. [Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} shows the mortality in the pupal stage for nine inbred lines (*F* = 0.6) of *D. melanogaster* when exposed to 29°C during their whole preadult development. Whereas at 25°C the mortality in the pupal stage for these lines is \<10% (data not shown), several inbred lines show increased mortality at 29°C. Two lines, however, show a striking high mortality of 90--100% when exposed to 29°C. As the inbreeding was performed at 25°C where the highly detrimental effect is not expressed, the deleterious allele could easily become fixed under inbreeding at a permissive temperature and will cause immediate extinction when temperatures rise above the threshold ([@b5]; [@b13]). It is only when environmental conditions suddenly change that deleterious effects will become expressed. It is important to realize that if the inbreeding would have been performed under the high-temperature stress conditions, these nearly lethal alleles would have been purged from the populations (and led to increased local adaptation). Such conditional, highly deleterious alleles have been regularly observed in many species. In *Drosophila*, for example, they have been observed for different life history traits, for example viability ([@b35]; [@b11]), lifespan ([@b119],[@b120]) and male fertility ([@b98]). In fact, pesticide resistance and disease resistance loci carry conditional expressed alleles, and in these cases, the normal nonresistant allele becomes highly deleterious under pesticide or disease stress.

![Mortality during the pupal stage (fraction noneclosed pupae) at 29°C for nine independent inbred lines of *Drosophila melanogaster*. For each inbred line, mean pupal survival (±SE) is based on five replicates started with 100 eggs each (R. Bijlsma, unpublished data).](eva0005-0117-f2){#fig02}

However, the magnitude of inbreeding depression can also increase with increasing stress levels without assuming G×E interactions, as outlined in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} (top). We assume that mean fitness for a given trait is lower for inbred than for outbred individuals and that also the variance among individuals is greater for inbred than for outbred ones. As there is little information about the real fitness distribution, we have assumed normal distributions; however, other fitness distributions would not change the reasoning. We further assume hard selection, that is, individuals need a vigor above a certain threshold in order to survive. If the intensity of selection increases from benign to high stress, the minimum vigor needed to survive increases. Consequently, the fraction of individuals that does not survive increases, particularly so for the inbreds. Under this scenario, it is clear that (i) inbreds show a much lower tolerance to increased stress levels and (ii) the level of inbreeding depression (bottom figure) increases when stress levels increase. This model would also explain the observation that inbreeding depression increases under environmental stress.

![Top: Schematic diagram depicting fitness distributions for inbred individuals (left curve with mean *x*~*i*~) and outbred individuals (right curve with mean *x*~*o*~). The vertical lines represent the threshold values for the hard selection below which individuals do not survive for four different stress levels: benign (B), low stress (LS), intermediate stress (IS) and high stress (HS). Bottom: Amount of inbreeding depression (δ) expected at the four stress levels, B, LS, IS and HS. From the top figure survival rates were estimated to be 0.95, 0.85, 0.60 and 0.35 for the inbred individuals and 1.00, 1.00, 0.99 and 0.85 for the outbred individuals for the four respective stress levels, and these rates were used to calculate the expected level of inbreeding depression as: δ = (survival outbreds − survival inbreds)/(survival outbreds).](eva0005-0117-f3){#fig03}

Whatever underlying mechanism explains the observations best, the finding that inbreeding increases the sensitivity to stress for many fitness traits seems to be quite general ([@b2]; [@b40]; [@b25]; but see [@b123]). This has important consequences for the persistence of populations. [@b12] showed that the extinction probability of small populations significantly increased because of inbreeding and that the probability also greatly increased under stress conditions. More importantly, they also observed that the extinction probability under stress increased with increasing inbreeding coefficient. [Figure 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows that the same level of stress is experienced differently: the higher the inbreeding level, the greater the stress impact (for details, see [@b12]). Moreover, the relation was found to be different between ethanol stress (near linear) and high-temperature stress (more exponential), indicating that different genes and different G×E interactions underlie the response to both stresses.

![Stress sensitivity of *Drosophila melanogaster* populations in relation to their inbreeding coefficient for high-temperature stress and ethanol stress. Stress sensitivity is expressed as the decrease in survival probability due to the stress factor corrected for the survival probability observed under benign conditions for the same populations: stress sensitivity = (survival benign − survival stress)/(survival benign) (redrawn after [@b12]).](eva0005-0117-f4){#fig04}

All in all, genetic erosion caused by fragmentation decreases individual and population fitness and at the same time increases the sensitivity to stress conditions. The environmental dependency of inbreeding depression emphasizes that human-induced environmental changes, such as climate change, will impact strongly and negatively on fitness. Consequently, species that in recent time have suffered from habitat fragmentation and did become inbred could be much more vulnerable to human-induced environmental changes than species that still exist in large populations.

Inbreeding and plasticity
-------------------------

Generally, genetically eroded populations will have decreased levels of genetic variability and lower evolutionary potential (see next section). Consequently, their persistence might to a larger extent be dependent on the capability of the organism to respond to environmental challenges by phenotypic plasticity that can augment the evolutionary potential of a population ([@b16]; [@b101]). Thus, the presence of plastic responses may significantly affect the persistence of populations in a changing world ([@b100]; [@b3]; [@b27]; [@b7]).

As phenotypic plasticity has a genetic basis and genetic variation for plasticity is generally observed ([@b101]), genetic erosion might also hamper plastic responses. Moreover, plastic responses can be costly ([@b4]; [@b79]). Inbreeding has been observed to increase the amount of energy needed for maintenance significantly, leaving less energy to be available for allocation to other processes, such as plasticity ([@b69]). This possibly could explain the results of [@b3], as the inducible response to predators, increased shell thickness, in the freshwater snail *Physa acuta* might be costly. Lower energy levels because of inbreeding, therefore, might hamper this plastic response. Several studies on plant species have indicated that individuals from small populations showed lower plastic responses than individuals from large populations ([@b39]; [@b97]; [@b102]). This was, in general, correlated with decreased genetic variability in the small populations, suggesting that genetic erosion does disrupt plastic responses. On the other hand, studies that examined directly the effect of inbreeding on plasticity showed mixed results: whereas [@b89], [@b110] and [@b3] found a significant decrease in adaptive plasticity upon inbreeding, other studies found little effect ([@b112]; [@b76]; [@b83]). Given the importance of phenotypic plasticity for many small populations of conservation concern ([@b100]), further research on these issues is clearly needed. If phenotypic plasticity is hampered by inbreeding, this would render genetically eroded populations even more at risk in changing environments.

Genetic responses
=================

Population size and levels of genetic variation
-----------------------------------------------

Genetic diversity is a prerequisite for adaptive evolution. Only when the rate of evolution at least matches the rate of continuous environmental change, populations may be able to persist ([@b84]; [@b21]). For abrupt environmental change, the situation might be more complex as, in addition to the evolutionary processes, demographic processes increase in importance ([@b50]; [@b8], [@b9]). Genetic drift is expected to decrease genetic diversity in small populations at a rate proportional to the population size ([@b129]). This is well supported by the rate of loss observed for neutral variation both in experimental and natural populations ([@b43]; [@b63]; [@b34]; [@b59]). Fragmentation causes the variability present in a once-undivided large population to become redistributed from within populations to among (sub)populations ([@b129], [@b130]). This is also true for quantitative genetic variation for which the additive genetic variation (*V*~a~) also decreases with decreasing population size. When strictly additive, the variance decreases at the same rate as neutral variation with a factor 1 − *f* per generation, where *f* is the inbreeding coefficient (see [@b128]). Several studies indicated that bottlenecks can inflate *V*~a~ in the short term ([@b20]; [@b118]; and references therein). However, the importance of the phenomenon of increased *V*~a~ after a bottleneck is thought to be questionable for several reasons ([@b6]; [@b118]).

If genetic variation is compromised by the genetic erosion process, there are two ways this can be counteracted. First, the variation can be replenished by gene flow between population fragments. If gene flow is sufficient, it can restore the within-population variation to normal levels. To achieve this, the number of migrants per generation (*Nm*) should be substantial ([@b66]). In addition, gene flow might also promote the spread of new beneficial mutations ([@b9]). However, high levels of gene flow might disrupt patterns of local adaptation, thereby endangering population persistence ([@b80]; [@b46]; [@b19]). Second, the rate of loss at quantitative loci can be compensated by new mutations. However, this requires quite large population sizes, and minimal effective sizes needed are estimated to range from 500 ([@b43]) to low thousands ([@b128]) up to 5000 ([@b78]). As effective population sizes are generally much smaller than the census size, this will require even higher census sizes, up to one order of magnitude ([@b41]). However, traits governed by a single gene or a few genes, for example heavy metal and disease resistance, lose genetic variation much faster than quantitative traits, with the rate of change being proportional to the number of underlying loci ([@b87] and references therein), and the frequency of beneficial mutations is generally much lower. Given the small population sizes of fragmented populations and the low mutation rates, new mutations will rarely play an important role and populations have to rely on the standing genetic variation to adapt ([@b84]; [@b15]; [@b92]; [@b116]).

Population size and adaptability
--------------------------------

If levels of adaptive variation decrease with decreasing population size and the potential to respond to selection depends on the standing level of genetic variation, small populations that have been subject to genetic erosion are expected to show reduced adaptive potential. Several authors have addressed the consequences of bottlenecks and inbreeding for the selection response of quantitative traits. For many traits, a decrease in genetic variance was observed, consistent with the expectations for additive variation ([@b122]; [@b125]; [@b109]; [@b32]; [@b73]; [@b115]). [@b115] investigated the selection response of sternopleural bristles in *D. melanogaster* at regular intervals during consecutive generation of inbreeding. They showed that the response continuously declined over the generations, concluding that the longer populations have been subject to genetic erosion, the lower their adaptive potential. There are also indications that populations that are slowly inbred retain a higher evolutionary potential than rapidly inbred populations despite the same level of inbreeding, probably because balancing selection does retard the loss of genetic variation ([@b32]; [@b73]). This might be of importance when assessing the tolerance to inbreeding and the evolutionary potential of fragmented populations.

[@b5] used an experimental approach to investigate the adaptive potential of fragmented populations of *D. melanogaster*. They compared the adaptive potential of populations that had been subdivided (six small subpopulations with on average 50 individuals each) with undivided populations of nearly the same total size as the divided populations (on average 220 individuals). For the divided population, each generation between 0.5 and 1.3 individuals was exchanged between the subpopulations, mimicking natural metapopulations (see [@b5] for details). All these populations were maintained for 40 generations (reaching an inbreeding coefficient of around 0.25 for the fragmented populations) whereafter their adaptive response to three stresses (temperature, ethanol, and salt stress) was tested. [Figure 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} shows the adaptive response after six generations of selection in each of the stress environments. It shows that the adaptive response was larger for the undivided populations than for the divided populations, even though there was large variation both among subpopulations within metapopulations and among populations. This study demonstrated that the history of fragmentation does impede adaptive responses. [@b42] observed that inbred populations of *D. melanogaster* also showed a lower adaptive response to salt stress than noninbred population resulting in higher extinction rates of inbred populations toward this stress.

![Mean adaptive response (±SE) after six generations of adaptation at three stress environments, temperature stress (Temp), salt stress (Salt) and ethanol stress (Ethanol) for fragmented (M) and nonfragmented (P) populations of *Drosophila melanogaster*. The adaptive response for each population was calculated as the difference in viability of adapted flies minus the viability of nonadapted flies for each population at each stress (from [@b5]).](eva0005-0117-f5){#fig05}

Discussion
==========

Inbreeding affects evolutionary responses
-----------------------------------------

We explored the consequences of small population size and the concomitant process of genetic erosion of populations to address two fundamental questions: (i) How do the effects of genetic drift and inbreeding affect the stress perception of populations? (ii) To what extent does genetic erosion impede evolutionary adaptation to stressful environments of such populations? These questions are important as many fragmented populations currently suffer both from genetic erosion and changing and deteriorating environmental conditions (e.g. climate change, chemical pollution), which endanger their persistence.

The evidence presented here shows that generally the fitness reduction because of inbreeding increases significantly under stress and that this effect becomes amplified as inbreeding coefficients increase ([@b12]; [@b2]; [@b40]). This phenomenon causes populations to be much more sensitive to environmental stress, making it still harder to cope with the rapid deteriorating environmental conditions. This increases the extinction risk of inbred populations greatly ([@b12]). The increased sensitivity to environmental stress of genetically eroded populations signifies that effects of human-induced stress cannot properly be evaluated without taking this phenomenon into account. Given its importance, further investigations are called for to understand the causation and consequences of the synergistic interaction between inbreeding and stress.

Small populations are also subject to loss of genetic variation due to genetic drift. The available data show that this, in general, also holds for adaptive variation. The decrease in standing genetic variation in small populations could potentially decrease evolutionary responses. This is well supported by the experimental evidence for traits that are not or only marginally related to fitness for which genetically eroded populations showed significantly reduced selection responses. There is also increasing evidence that this may also hold for fitness-related traits ([@b42]; [@b127]; [@b5]). This indicates that fragmentation and the accompanying genetic erosion will limit the evolutionary responses to stressful environmental conditions.

However, the effects of inbreeding depression and loss of adaptive variation are not independent. When a population is subjected to a novel environmental stress, the selection intensity will increase and the growth rate of the population will decrease and will often become negative initially leading to a decrease in population size that even may reach a critical low level because of selective deaths, the cost of selection ([@b53]; [@b50]; [@b92]; [@b8] and references therein). Only after adapted individuals have reached a sufficient high frequency in the stressed population, this trend will be reversed and the population will show a positive growth rate again. As such, persistence/extinction can be regarded as a race between adaptation and demographic decay ([@b88]; [@b8]). In the presence of increased inbreeding depression under stress, the extra reduction in individual fitness is expected to reduce population numbers and growth rates much further, making adaptive recovery a great deal more difficult. Thus, the increased cost of inbreeding under stress coupled with the cost of adaptation is expected to limit adaptation and severely increase the extinction probability of small populations. In this process, inbreeding plays a pivotal role. The interaction between inbreeding depression and reduced levels of genetic variation will critically limit evolutionary responses. One has to realize that the dynamics of the adaptive responses may differ considerably depending on whether the environmental changes occur gradually or abruptly.

[@b27] recently published a stimulating paper in which they expanded the evolutionary model by [@b84] by including phenotypic plasticity. What they did not (yet) include were, among others, genetic drift and inbreeding. As inbreeding increases the sensitivity to stress and decreases fitness, it is expected to increase the environmental sensitivity to selection considerably. Moreover, inbreeding can significantly impair plastic responses ([@b3]). Based on the model of [@b27], it is expected that the joint effects of inbreeding would be that the critical maximum rate of environmental change that allows long-term persistence would become decreased. This effect will even be strengthened if inbreeding makes plasticity more costly. We advocate that future modeling of the persistence of biodiversity in changing environments preferably should include the effects of genetic erosion.

Some general remarks
--------------------

Our inferences are restricted to species that are liable to inbreeding depression. Clearly not all species will suffer in the same way: normally selfing species will show little loss in fitness upon inbreeding, while species that normally outcross will show much higher levels of inbreeding depression. We have focused solely on the effects of genetic erosion and have not discussed nongenetic factors, nor did we discuss possible positive effects of fragmentation and geographic isolation in the context of the buildup of local races and possible speciation events ([@b60]). These issues go beyond the framework of this paper.

The evidence presented here mostly comes from laboratory experiments, and the situation undoubtedly will be more complex in nature. However, our findings suggest that inbreeding depression is a key factor in the adaptive process, and the magnitude of inbreeding depression generally increases in the wild. Therefore, we are confident that inbreeding depression also plays a pivotal role in the adaptive process in nature. Moreover, population sizes in nature fluctuate considerably in time. This will on average deflate the effective population size (*N*~e~) and strengthen the effects of genetic drift.

Future prospects and practical approaches
-----------------------------------------

Since the 1980s, conservation genetics has recognized the need to avert the negative effects of genetic erosion as it does increase the extinction probability of species ([@b43]). Here, we showed that genetic erosion, and particularly inbreeding depression, will also significantly impair the adaptive potential to (future) stressful challenges, like climate change and pollution. This leads to two questions that we will shortly address: (i) How can we identify populations that are threatened by genetic erosion? (ii) How can we alleviate the negative effects of genetic erosion and decrease extinction probabilities?

The first question implies that we need methods that reveal when populations are genetically eroded and suffer from inbreeding depression. Although individual inbreeding can be detected in nature using pedigrees, estimates of the inbreeding coefficients and the related fitness effects are difficult to determine at the population level. In many investigations, Wright\'s fixation index *F*~IS~ is used as a measure of the level of inbreeding. However, this is incorrect as in small randomly mating populations, *F*~IS~ will be always zero, even though biparental inbreeding increases the inbreeding coefficient (*f*) continuously ([@b66]; [@b10]). In this situation, population-specific *F*~ST~ can be used to infer the level of inbreeding and offers a convenient way to estimate the average level of inbreeding in a population ([@b500]; [@b10]; and references therein). Both the rate of loss of variation and the rate of inbreeding critically depend on the genetically effective population size (*N*~e~). Neutral molecular markers, such of microsatellite loci, are currently the markers of choice to study the genetics of populations and allow estimation of important parameters that contribute to loss of genetic variation and the rate of inbreeding. In combination with constantly improving estimation procedures, it is now feasible to estimate these parameters, like effective population size, inbreeding coefficient and migration rate, with increasing accuracy. This makes it possible to evaluate the genetic risks of the population under investigation and to device effective management decisions ([@b94]; [@b10]; [@b82]).

Comparing the performance of small versus large populations for several fitness traits, known to be affected by inbreeding, does facilitate the detection of populations that suffer from inbreeding depression. This approach has been successfully applied to several species, leading to management measures to alleviate the genetic problems ([@b124]; [@b86]; [@b121]; [@b56]). However, the performance of a population also depends on ecological and environmental factors, which may confound the genetic effects. Recent developments in landscape genetics may help to entangle the different factors contributing to the endangerment of populations ([@b113]).

Although neutral molecular markers provide crucial information about the dynamics of neutral genetic variation and the level of inbreeding, we are also highly interested in the dynamics and loss of adaptive variation. Unfortunately, there is only a weak correlation between molecular genetic diversity and quantitative genetic variation ([@b55]; [@b49]), and thus the levels of neutral variation are not predictive for the levels of adaptive variation. Also, heterozygosity at these markers shows little correlation with the inbreeding coefficient ([@b99]). However, the rapid advances in genomic techniques promise to solve these problems. In the near future, molecular tools will allow us to obtain the complete sequence of any species. It is expected that this will enable us to successfully address hot topics like the genetic basis of inbreeding depression, the structure and amount of adaptive variation, the level of local adaptation and the causes of G×E interactions ([@b1]; [@b75]; [@b93]). This would greatly advance our understanding of genetic processes in small populations and the dynamics of biodiversity in a changing world.

The second question, in essence, involves (i) alleviating inbreeding depression and restoring adaptive genetic variation and (ii) increasing population sizes to a level at which genetic erosion will be minimal. These issues have been regularly discussed in the field of conservation genetics. We will discuss these issues here briefly, while further ideas can be found elsewhere (e.g. [@b43]; [@b114]). [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} presents the outline of a three-step program of interventions that will alleviate the problems caused by genetic erosion. Improving gene flow and connectivity between the population fragments that previously formed a single large population is the first step. It is now well documented that influx of migrants in genetically eroded populations rapidly decreases inbreeding depression, increases genetic diversity and positively affects population growth ([@b124]; [@b86]; [@b121]; [@b56]). This process of genetic rescue will be only successful in the long term if gene flow levels stay high as otherwise genetic erosion will arise again ([@b81]; [@b10]). Genetic rescue often raises concerns about outbreeding depression ([@b36]). Unless the environment has changed drastically since a population became fragmented and the population fragments have become locally adapted, outbreeding depression is not expected to be a problem at this scale as increased connectivity only restores the previous situation. This step is expected to decrease both the genetic and demographic risks of populations.

###### 

Management measures to improve the genetic constitution of fragmented and genetically eroded populations in three steps

  Measure                                                                                                 Expected result
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. Increase gene flow between fragments and/or increase connectivity                                   As populations in habitat fragments are expected to be fixed for different (mildly) deleterious alleles, this measure will immediately decrease inbreeding depression levels; it will increase genetic variation levels; local adaptation in general will not be a problem as it restores former undivided conditions and establishes a metapopulation with sufficient gene flow levels.
  2\. Increase habitat and/or population size                                                             This measure will decrease the impact of genetic drift and inbreeding; it will buffer the genetic erosion of populations that will occur in the future; it will mitigate the cost of selection upon adaptation.
  3\. Facilitate genetic exchange with more distant populations and populations from different habitats   This measure will mitigate inbreeding depression even more; it will boost the level of genetic diversity; it will supplement adaptive genetic variants not yet present in the population; this will facilitate evolutionary responses in the future. Dangers: this measure may disrupt local adaptation and cause outbreeding depression; if the total population size is large enough, recombination and selection may nullify this loss of fitness over the generations.

Even so promoting gene flow will cancel the negative effects of genetic erosion, the total (meta)population size often is still limited, and genetic erosion might arise again. Therefore, to ensure long-term viability, in a second phase of the rescue process, it would be advisable to increase population size to a level at which genetic erosion is expected to be minimized. This could be achieved by increasing the habitat size or by improving the quality of the habitat (e.g., by removing edge effects) so it can sustain larger numbers of individuals. This action would decrease genetic risks even further and, in addition, make the population more resistant against environmental stochasticity ([@b77]).

If required, gene flow between more distant and (slightly) different habitats could be promoted as a third step. This step will increase genetic diversity even further by an influx of genetic variants that may not have been present in the target population. Such an intervention is expected to facilitate adaptive response in the (near) future. For instance, importing immigrants from the warmer regions (e.g., lower latitudes) of a species distribution into the cooler regions may improve the ability of the receiving population to cope with ongoing climate change. A drawback of this action is that the immigrants might be maladapted and disrupt local adaptation, thereby causing outbreeding depression ([@b36]; [@b44]). However, [@b44] showed that when a careful decision procedure is followed, the probability of outbreeding depression to occur might be considerably lower than generally anticipated. Moreover, after a hybridization event, recombination and natural selection can overcome the initial decrease in fitness and improve fitness to levels higher than before hybridization within a few generations ([@b37]; [@b38]). This suggests that outbreeding depression might only be a temporal problem. If the receiving population is healthy and sufficiently large, it is expected to be able to cope with this short-term problem. Nevertheless, great care should be taken before implementing this third step.

Conclusion
==========

Fragmentation of habitats leads to small isolated populations that become subject to genetic erosion. Such populations of normally outcrossing species will usually show decreased levels of genetic variation and a decrease in fitness because of inbreeding depression. More importantly, the magnitude of inbreeding depression generally increases considerably under stressful environmental conditions, like extreme temperatures. This makes inbred populations more vulnerable to stressful environments. At the same time, loss of genetic variation has been found to decrease the selective response of genetically eroded populations. The combined action of the decrease in tolerance because of inbreeding and loss of adaptive potential clearly impede adaptive responses and significantly increase extinction risks under stressful environmental conditions. We argue that fragmented populations are much more vulnerable to changes in environmental conditions than large nonfragmented populations. Models developed to predict the persistence of biodiversity under changing and deteriorating conditions, like climate change, should, therefore, include the negative effects of genetic erosion.
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